
MODEL 
COMPARISON

Easy assembly, 
no tools required

Choice of 5 colors:

Freestanding aluminum frame

Removeable padded enclosure

Set of 4 frame pads

2 zip-in coverlet sheets

2 stabilizing straps

8” memory foam waterproof
mattress

Air mattress for travel

Wheeled suitcase

One side entry

200 MODEL 300 MODEL 400 MODEL

Available in TW, TL, FL, QN

Full Enclosure WxLxH

Twin 41” x 75” x 42”

Twin XL 41” x 80” x 44”

Full 56” x 75” x 42”

Headroom

34”

36”

34”

8”

8”

8”

Included Mattress

Queen 61” x 80” x 44” 36” 8”

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES:

Waterproof coverlet sheets

Inside pocket

Video monitoring window - mesh or vinyl

End of bed entry

Machine washable
& dryable 

Compatible with most 
beds or bed frames
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Freestanding aluminum frame

Removeable padded enclosure

Set of 4 frame pads

2 zip-in coverlet sheets

2 stabilizing straps

8” memory foam waterproof
mattress

Air mattress for travel

Wheeled suitcase

One side entry

End of bed entry

Access points

Freestanding aluminum frame

Removeable padded enclosure

Set of 4 frame pads

2 zip-in coverlet sheets

2 stabilizing straps

8” memory foam waterproof
mattress

Air mattress for travel

Wheeled suitcase

Convertible entry

Lift compatible

Double sided entry

Access points

Less than
50 pounds
*Excluding Queen Model*

Home & away, most 
versatile on the market

*Queen packaged weight approximately 55 lbs*

US & Canada

Fire retardant fabric



FDA Registered, Patended design: US Patent #7,971,596 B2 Registration #3011389091 - Owner/ Operator #10048434. As a Class 1 medical device, 
The Safety Sleeper meets and exceeds the FDA 7 Zones of Entrapment.
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FRAME PADS & BUILT IN PADDING: 

Fabric encased, dense foam cover the top and sides of 

the metal frame to protect against seizures and 

self-harming behaviors. Easy zip on/off for removal.

COVERLET SHEETS: 

Coverlet sheets replace the need for a fitted sheet by 

zipping into The Safety Sleeper to protect against all 

entrapment zones. Coverlets are only accessible from 

the end of bed zipper and can be easily removed to 

launder separately from the entire enclosure.

ACCESS POINTS: 

Two 1-1/8 inch metal grommets installed on both side 

entries (4 total) of the enclosure to serve as access 

points for use with feeding tubes, oxygen tubing, 

pulse-ox sensors, etc.

MATTRESS: 

The Safety Sleeper comes with an 8” waterproof 

memory foam mattress.

REFLECTIVE PULL-TAB VELCRO SECURING SYSTEM: 

For ease of opening and securing. All zippers extend over  

webbing to prevent zipper head access from inside the 

bed.

STABILIZING STRAPS: 

Straps are secured around the bedframe to prevent 

tipping or moving. Recommended to counteract 

rambunctious activity. These are attached to The Safety 

Sleeper and encompasses your traditional bed frame. 

WHEELED SUITCASE & AIR MATTRESS: 

The Safety Sleeper comes packaged in its own hard-shell 

wheeled suitcase. Included for ease of travel is an air 

mattress with a built in electric pump.

VIDEO MONITOR WINDOW: 

This optional accessory can be installed for video viewing 

in either vinyl or mesh.
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OVERVIEW


